This paper describes a method for building a high-quality web page collection with a reduced manual assessment cost that exploits local surrounding pages. Effectiveness of the method is shown through experiments using a researcher's homepage as an example of the target categories. The method consists of two processes: rough filtering and accurate classification. In both processes, we introduce a logical page group structure concept that is represented by the relation between an entry page and its surrounding pages based on their connection type and relative URL directory level, and use the contents of local surrounding pages according to that concept. For the first process, we propose a very efficient method for comprehensively gathering all potential researchers' homepages from the web using property-based keyword lists. Four kinds of page group models (PGMs) based on the page group structure were used for merging the keywords from the surrounding pages. Although a lot of noise pages are included if we use keywords in the surrounding pages without considering the page group structure, the experimental results show that our method can reduce the increase of noise pages to an allowable level and can gather a significant number of the positive pages that could not be gathered using a single-page-based method. For the second process, we propose composing a three-grade classifier using two base classifiers: precision-assured and recall-assured. It classifies the input to assured positive, assured negative, and uncertain pages, where the uncertain pages need a manual assessment, so that the collection quality required by an application can be assured. Each of the base classifiers is further composed of a surrounding page classifier (SC) and an entry page classifier (EC). The SC selects likely component pages and the EC classifies the entry pages using information from both the entry page and the likely component pages. An evident performance improvement of the base classifiers by the introduction of the SC is shown through experiments. Then, the reduction of the number of uncertain pages is evaluated and the effectiveness of the proposed method is shown.
Introduction
more important as a potential information source that can add value to such services. Then, what is required first is to create a web page collection with assured recall and precision (called collection quality, in this paper) set by the service requirements. However, the collection quality cannot be reached using only automatic processing, even with state-of-the-art classification technology, and manual assessment is still indispensable. The recall requirement has an especially large effect on the assessment cost.
Many researchers have investigated search and classification techniques for web pages, etc. However, most of them are of the best-effort type and pay no attention to quality assurance. Thus, we tried to create a classification method to efficiently build a web page collection that can assure both a given high recall and a given high precision. As an example of such collections, we focused on a researcher's homepage in this paper.
Some research works on web page classification have shown that it is generally effective to use features that exploit link, directory, and document tag structures. However, these techniques are not expected to be effective for improving the performance at a very high recall.
However, taking into account that a set of related information is often presented on a set of interconnected pages (namely, a logical page group), the contents in surrounding pages must be considered in addition to the content in each entry page. This approach is expected to be potentially effective for improving the performance at very high recall, although no previous work has actually presented such promising results. Therefore, we have been studying a method to exploit the logical page group structures [1] - [4] .
In the current work, we focus on the surrounding pages placed in the same URL directory structure and that are either explicitly or implicitly linked. When we use classification techniques, we regard each web page as a unit. We gather information from its surrounding pages taking the local link connections and directory levels into account, and use it together with the information on the page itself.
Since the amount of web pages is very large, one problem arising from this method is a high computing cost for the feature extraction. Therefore, we split the whole process into two sequential processes: (1) rough filtering for efficiently narrowing down the candidate page amount with a very high recall, and (2) an accurate classification for classifying the candidate target pages into three grades.
We exploit the information in the surrounding pages in both processes so that we achieve a high classification performance, especially in terms of recall. However, the usage styles slightly differ between the two processes, and the formal definitions are given in each section.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related works are introduced in Sec. 2. Section 3 describes the overall scheme of the proposed method, consisting of rough filtering and accurate classification. The details and experimental results of the rough filtering and the accurate classification are presented in Secs. 4 and 5, respectively. Section 6 presents the evaluation on the reduction of the manual assessment cost with the proposed scheme using the results from the previous sections. Finally, we conclude our work in Sec. 7.
Related works
The method proposed in this paper belongs to the web page classification domain, and is closely related to the web page search and clustering domains. In these domains, what information sources to use and how to use them are two major problems.
The previous works have tried to exploit the textual contents in each page, and also various web-related information sources [5] , such as html tags [6] - [9] , URLs [7] [9]- [11] , subgraphs of web pages [12] [13], directory structures [13] [14] , anchor texts [6] - [8] , contents of globally link-related pages [8] [15]- [17] , and contents of local surrounding pages [7] [12]- [14] .
All of these information sources except for the last one, are used to capture the features that are characteristic to the targeted pages, and are effective at emphasizing the highly probable pages. The last one, contrarily, is used to collect information dispersed over a logical page group, and is effective for comprehensively gathering potential pages. However, this last one tends to increase the amount of noise, and no clear performance improvement has been obtained by the previous works.
Nevertheless, since comprehensiveness (or recall) is the key factor for the quality assurance of a web page collection, we are mainly looking to exploit the last one, i.e., the surrounding pages as information sources.
In the rest of this section, we will introduce several previous works that have contrived to exploit them.
Sun et al. [13] proposed a method to first classify each page based on its content and then to iteratively classify web page subtrees by combining the previous results taking into consideration other information sources, such as the link and directory structures. Although they achieved rather good results, their methods require extra training data of support pages in addition to the main pages. In addition, when an entry page contains no textual information but only hyperlinks, their approach will not work.
Masada et al. [12] proposed a method to first cluster web pages based on their link structures, etc., and then to merge the score (or weight) of each content word to generate the document vector. However, the effectiveness of this proposal was limited, probably because it also merges many irrelevant words from the surrounding pages.
Yang et al. [14] defined five hypertext regularities and tested how their presence influenced the classification performance. Using the co-referencing regularity among the others, they treated all the content words of the surrounding pages together using Naïve Bayes and k-nearest neighbor, while they used First Order Inductive Learner (FOIL) to treat the content words separately for each surrounding page. However, the performance suffered for all cases.
Craven et al. [7] compared the FOIL with Predicate Invention for Large Feature Spaces (FOIL-PILFS) to a FOIL using much richer features and proved the algorithm's effectiveness. However, since they made no comparison between the different features, the effectiveness of the contents of the surrounding pages is unknown.
Many other works also tested the features using the contents from surrounding pages, but the results showed no clear performance improvement or even showed performance degradation.
We, too, exploited the contents in the surrounding pages while taking the local link structures into account, but using a different approach [1] [2] . We introduced a model of a logical page group structure (namely, page group model) that was based on the combination of a local link connection and the relative directory level. The contents are gathered and combined according to the page group model so that the features of each page, whether presented as a single page or as a logical page group, can be properly represented.
In addition, we introduced, for the first time, a mechanism to explicitly filter noisy surrounding pages that took into consideration the various features representing the relationships between an entry page and a surrounding page [4] , and then we use the contents of the remaining pages (namely, likely component pages). No previous work has proposed such a mechanism.
In addition, we proposed a framework to assure the high quality required by practical applications [3] . We approached this problem by combining multiple filtering and classification components. No previous work has explicitly dealt with the issue of quality assurance for a document collection.
In this paper, we show the effects of the scheme introduced in [3] when combined with our methods shown in [1] [2] and [4] .
Overall scheme
The overall scheme of the proposed framework is shown in Fig. 1 . It contains two processes: rough filtering [1] and accurate classification [4] .
The rough filtering process is used for efficiently narrowing down the amount of candidate pages with a very high recall from the Web [1] . The input is whole web pages and the output is only the candidate pages satisfying the recall required by its application with a sufficient margin. We set the performance required for the rough filtering to at least 98% in the current work. Precision does not matter that much, but a smaller amount of output pages is desirable under the constraints put on the recall.
Although we use a static web data corpus for our experiments in this work, the rough filtering process can be merged with a web crawler (or robot) for real applications. So, this might seem like it is similar to focused crawling, but it differs in several aspects. First, focused crawlers predict the relevance of each page before fetching while rough filtering does not. Consequently, it works only with comprehensive crawlers. Second, focused crawlers can handle only one category at a time while rough filtering can handle virtually as many categories as you like at a time.
The accurate classification is for classifying the candidate pages [4] , i.e., the output from the rough filtering, into three grades: "assured positive", "assured negative", and "uncertain". For an example of the quality requirement, we set the recall to at least 95% (regarding both the assured positive and uncertain as positive) and the precision to at least 99% (regarding only the assured positive as positive) in the current work.
Even when using the state-of-the-art classification techniques, it is impossible to make the "uncertain" part completely empty solely by automatic computer processing. Therefore, manual assessment is indispensable to assuring collection quality, and a relatively high computer processing cost is allowed for the accurate classification in order to reduce the number of uncertain pages.
Rough filtering

Structure of rough filtering
Rough filtering uses a set of property-based keyword lists (described in Subsec. 4.2) and several kinds of page group models (described in Subsec. 4.3). Fig. 2 illustrates its conceptual structure.
For the first, a document vector is generated from every web page. A document vector consists of binary values, each of which corresponds to a keyword list and represents if any of the keywords in the keyword list is present in the web page. Next, for each of the page group models, the document vectors are merged by making a logical sum of each vector element. In this process, only the elements corresponding to the keyword lists of the suitable types for each page group model are used (in the figure, the ignored elements are indicated with 'x'). They are further merged with the entry page's document vector to compose a final document vector (namely, virtual document vector). Here, a conceptual document represented by the virtual document vector is called a virtual entry page, and the process to merge the document vectors is called keyword propagation. Finally, scores of virtual entry pages are obtained by counting the number of 1's in the virtual document vector (or, L1 norm), and those that scored more than or equal to a threshold score are output. The threshold score will be selected taking into account the evaluation results so that the recall satisfies the requirement (98% in the current work), and the output amount is reasonable.
Property-based keyword lists
Although the styles and structures of homepages tend to greatly differ and the presentations are very diverse, they usually contain several basic information elements that are common to homepages in the same category. Therefore, we introduce property-based keyword lists representing the common properties in a category ("researcher" in the current work), expecting that a certain number (not necessarily all) of them are included in each entry page or in its surrounding pages.
We manually gathered keywords, categorized them, and eventually obtained 12 keyword lists containing 86 keywords for the researcher's homepage category in our previous work. We mainly used property-name-related terms. Property-value-related terms are used only when they can be enumerated within a small number; otherwise their maintenance would require a lot of effort.
Each of the keyword lists is then assigned a type, either organization-related or non-organization-related. Keyword lists corresponding to the properties common to the members in the same organization are designated organization-related, while keyword lists corresponding to individual researcher's properties are designated non-organization-related. The types and meanings of these 12 keyword lists are listed in Table 1 along with some keyword examples. Note that the actual keywords are in Japanese.
Page group model
Taking into account the logical page group structure within a site, we propose four simple page group models (PGMs) corresponding to four kinds of link and directory structures. The definitions of the surrounding pages and PGMs are given in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. A single page model (SPM) and a single site model (SSM) are used as the baselines for evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed PGMs. Od, Ou, I, and U Table 1 Property-based keyword lists and keyword samples. Table 2 Definition of surrounding pages.
are four simple PGMs. Od is intended to propagate all kinds of keywords from out-linked component pages in the directory subtree (actually, we ignore the directories that are three or more levels lower based on a preliminary experiment). Ou, I, and U are intended to propagate all kinds of keywords from out-linked pages, in-linked pages, and directory entry pages, respectively, in the upper directory path (actually, we ignore the directories in the four or more levels higher too).
Since simple PGMs usually propagate many irrelevant keywords and consequently include many noise pages, we devised modified PGMs to reduce such noises, whereas keeping useful keywords propagated. Od@θ is a modified PGM derived from Od with the intention of excluding irrelevant pages, based on the observation that one of the noise sources is large groups of mutually linked pages within a directory, and that an entry page having many out-links always contains sufficient keywords in itself.
Ou#, I#, and U# are modified PGMs derived from respective simple PGMs with the intention of excluding irrelevant keywords based on the observation that nonorganization-related keywords related to the researcher rarely exist in the upper directory hierarchies. Therefore, only organization-related keywords are propagated with these PGMs. Since any single PGM can use only a part of the available component pages and cannot collect sufficient information, we use all of the modified PGMs combined.
Experiments 4.4.1 Data set
For the experiments, we used NW100G-01, a corpus of 100 GB web document data containing 11,038,720 web pages gathered from the '.jp' domain for the WEB Tasks of the Third and Fourth NTCIR Workshops [18] [19] .
A sample data set used for the rough filtering was prepared from NW100G-01 by the authors. We first collected 113,380 pages containing some typical Japanese family names and randomly selected 11,338 pages, 10% from the total. Each of the pages was then manually assessed by the authors according to its content and, if necessary, the contents of the surrounding pages. Consequently, we obtained 426 positive samples and 10,912 negative samples. We call this set of 11,338 pages ResJ-1, hereinafter.
Filtering experiment
We first experimented on individual simple PGMs. The results show that all the simple PGMs increase the page amounts more than the SPMs. Then, we experimented on the modified PGMs and confirmed their effectiveness at reducing the page amount without degrading the recall. Finally, we experimented on combinations of PGMs.
Three results (converted to the case where entire corpus is processed) are shown in Fig. 3 together with SPM and SSM. For each point, the x-value is the number of pages in the corpus that scored at least a threshold score i. The y-value is the recall defined by np(i)/Np, where Np is the total number of positive sample data and np(i) is the number of positive sample data that scored at least i (1 ≤ i ≤ 12). For each data sequence, the most up and right data corresponds to i = 1, and every next one corresponds to a threshold score incremented by 1. In general, a higher recall and less page amount indicate a better performance; however, we put priority on recall.
The three PGM combinations shown in All of them use all four modified PGMs with θ = 5, 10, and 20 for Od@θ, respectively.
The results show that even the best performing PGM combination C1 is inferior to SPM in all the recall ranges except for 100%. We will investigate into this issue in the next subsection.
In addition, the proposed method reduced the number of pages to nearly half compared to SSM, a naive method to propagate keywords from the surrounding pages. This demonstrates the effectiveness of using PGMs.
Additional experiments and discussions (1) Overlooked positive pages
Since we use test data in which the assessment was manually done by the authors, we executed the assessment prior to the experiments so that any arbitrariness in assessment could be excluded and then as much of the subjectivity and fairness as possible could then be secured. However, while we were conducting the failure analysis, we found a considerable number of samples that were in truth positive were assessed negative due to some error. After analyzing this problem, we found that the main reason for the error was that the assessor overlooked pages that contained too little information although rich information is presented in its component pages. Therefore, we decided to obtain a final evaluation result by compensating the results shown in Subsubsec. 4.4.2 taking into account the additional assessment as described below.
We additionally assessed the pages in the ResJ-1 data that scored less than a three using SPM and no less than a four using C3, and found 13 new positive data, which were overlooked in the manual assessment. We thoroughly checked them and the results showed the ability of the proposed method to find the positive pages that cannot be gathered by using SPM.
Taking into account the 13 newly-found positive data, the recall of the SPM at threshold scores of two and three should be corrected from 99.8% to 97.0% and from 99.1% to 96.1%, respectively. Based on the corrected results, the proposed methods outperformed the SPM with a 5% significance.
In addition, four of the newly-found positive pages cannot be gathered using SPM even if the threshold score is set to one. This means SPM can hardly achieve the recall goal for any feasible page amount.
Furthermore, a failure analysis on all three positive Table 4 Comparison of pages output from rough filtering of two data sets.
pages that scored only a three using C1 to C3 revealed that they are of a similar pattern. Although they have hyperlinks to the researchers' personal homepages, our method cannot exploit them because they exist on separate sites. This fact supports that for applications where only an informative homepage suffices when multiple homepages exist for a researcher, the proposed method works if their personal homepages are crawled.
Since we are to guarantee a 98% recall in the current work, we can use any of C1 to C3 with a threshold score of four. We will eventually select C2 as the most appropriate one for the current goal, because the recalls of C2 and C3 at a threshold score of four are the same (with less pages for C2 than for C3) and are slightly higher than that of C1.
(2) Applicability to larger data set We used another corpus for evaluating the effectiveness of the rough filtering: NW1000G-04, 1.36 TB (1.5 × 10 12 byte) web document data containing 95,870,352 web pages, which was created for the WEB Task at the Fifth NTCIR Workshop [20] .
We used the PGM combination C3 and the candidate pages are gathered using a threshold score of four. Table 4 lists the comparison of experiment results.
When comparing the proportions of the pages output from the rough filtering, it is shown that the output pages can be reduced more for larger data sets (less than 15% of the corpus). Therefore, rough filtering is not only applicable, but is also more efficient for a larger data set. Since we have not assessed the output, its effectiveness is yet to be investigated.
(3) Filtering effectiveness
To evaluate the effectiveness of rough filtering, 20,846 pages were randomly sampled from the output, and then each page was manually assessed based on its content (and the content of its surrounding pages, if necessary). Consequently, we obtained 480 positive samples and 20,366 negative samples. When a researcher's information is provided in a set of more than one interlinked pages in a site, only the entry page is labeled positive and the others are labeled negative.
Then, its precision is calculated as 480/20846= 2.3%, which is rather low for a typical document filter. Although efficiency is given priority, some more powerful (but still efficient) filtering methods should be investigated in the future. To keep the number of keywords reasonable for the constraint described in Subsec. 4.5, a rule based machine learning method (e.g., FOIL) that can handle a relation between keywords and page groups is promising.
Implementation issues
Rough filtering seems to require a large computational cost because of the keyword propagation processing. However, it can be implemented efficiently in the following way.
First, keyword inclusion in a web page can be judged very efficiently. Since keywords are fixed in advance, a very efficient multiple string matching algorithm can be used. No natural language processing such as segmentation or POS tagging is necessary. Since the web robot needs to scan each fetched page for extracting the hyperlinks to find new pages, keyword matching can be easily and very efficiently embedded in the robot process.
Next, since keyword propagation is limited to within each site, the generation of virtual document vectors is processed in parallel site by site. This processing can be embedded in the robot process or can be implemented as a separate process. However, taking into consideration that keyword propagation along an out-link (i.e., backward keyword propagation) must be prolonged until the out-linked page is fetched and that the processing requires rather heavy database operations if embedded in the robot process, it is reasonable to implement it as a separate batch process that is run after a site has been crawled.
Web robots generally use database management systems to maintain records of web pages corresponding to URLs already found. Each record holds the URL, the time of the last crawl, the time of the next scheduled crawl, etc. When a page has been fetched, the page content is scanned to extract the hyperlinks, and the corresponding record is inserted if it is not stored yet.
For the current work, in addition to the usual output, the robot should output, for each fetched web page p, its document identifier, document vector d p , which is the result of the keyword matching, and a list of the document identifiers of the out-linked web page set Q. For the current keyword lists, d p can be represented with 12 bits.
The virtual document vector generation and score calculation require a look up of the document vectors corresponding to the in-links, out-links, and directory entry relations. However, since its processing is executed site by site, all the document vectors and the virtual document vectors can usually be stored on the core memory. Consequently, it can be executed in a time proportional to the total number of considered links, which is approximately proportional to the number of documents in a site.
Accurate classification
Surrounding page group
We use a model of surrounding page groups that is slightly different from the one used in the rough filtering, although the basic idea for categorizing the surrounding pages based on the link and directory level is the same.
Formally, a surrounding page s is a page related to the entry page r by one or more of the connection type c described below and placed in a directory in r's directory path to the site root or in r's directory subtree. As shown in Table 5 , c is either an out (r has an out-link to s), in (r has an in-link from s), or dent (s is a directory entry page). s's relative directory level l is either of same (s is placed in the same directory as r), lower (s is placed lower in the directory subtree of r), or upper (s is placed higher in the directory path of r).
A surrounding page group (SPG) denoted as G c,l is a group of surrounding pages sharing a connection type c and a relative directory level l. Table 6 shows an overview of SPG. An "all" for c and l means the attribute is ignored. Note multiple c may apply to a surrounding page s and hence an s may belong to multiple G c,l . We omit G dent,lower because it almost overlaps G out,lower . The entry page r itself is assigned an independent SPG G cur .
Each G c,l has its own potential meaning in a logical page group. For example, G in,lower consists of in-linked pages in lower directories, each of which might represent a component page having a back link to the entry page, and G dent,upper consists of directory entry pages in the upper directories, each of which might represent an entry page of the organization the researcher belongs to. Fig. 4 shows the composition of the proposed method (95% recall and 99% precision are the example quality requirements in the current work). We use two base classifiers to construct a three-grade classifier. The first is a recall-assured classifier (RAC) that assures the target recall with the highest possible precision, and the second is a precision-assured classifier (PAC) that assures the target precision with the highest possible recall.
Composition of accurate classification
The pages output from the rough filtering (candidate pages) are first input to the RAC and its negative predictions are classified as "assured negative". The rest are then input to the PAC and its positive predictions are classified as "assured positive". The remaining pages Table 5 Summary of surrounding page categories. Table 6 Overview of surrounding page groups. are classified as "uncertain" and they will be manually assessed.
Each of RAC and PAC are further composed of two component classifiers, i.e., a surrounding page classifier (SC) and an entry page classifier (EC) as shown in Fig. 5 . The input data of SC consists of all pairs of entry pages and surrounding pages. The surrounding pages of its positive output are deemed as likely component pages, which will be used in EC.
We used a support vector machine (SVM) for both of the two component classifiers, since SVM is shown to be efficient and effective for text classification. An SVM light package 1) with a linear kernel is used in the current work.
Surrounding page classifier
The SC is used for selecting the likely component pages of each entry page, so that noisy surrounding pages are filtered. It classifies each pair of an entry page and a surrounding page (entry-surrounding page pair, or E-S pair).
A certain amount of labeled E-S pair data is necessary to train the SC. However, to prepare them manually is very expensive. Thus, we try to use weakly labeled data that are automatically generated from manually labeled sample entry pages. Here, all the E-S pairs of positive entry pages are deemed "component pages" (positive) and all the others are "non-component pages" (negative). We call the said "component page" a "pseudo-component page", since it is not necessarily a true "component page".
For the SC, we use the following five types of features, regarding the relations between pages of each E-S pair. They are extracted by comparing the contents and URLs of the paired pages.
1) SVM
light Support Vector Machine. http://svmlight.joachims.org/.
Link/URL related features : Link type (in/out-link); URL format (relative/full path; with/without host name; directory entry page; relative directory level); metrics of term cooccurrences in URL; etc.
Anchor-text-content related features : Frequency of each anchor text term in various regions of the pages.
Shared-content-word related features :
Metrics on co-occurrences of several types of terms (person/organization names; general terms; terms in title elements) in various regions of the pages (several important tag elements; page top n words), etc.
Page-style related features : Match/mismatch of background color/image, text color, and style sheet.
URL/anchor-text term related features :
Occurrence of each feature term in the URL and in the anchor texts, respectively, for each paired page (feature terms are extracted from the URL and from the anchor text part of all sample pages, respectively).
In addition, an SC can be composed of one or multiple component classifiers, each of which handles E-S pairs corresponding to each SPG. We tested several compositions and found that the following performs the best:
3-dir :
Uses three component classifiers for SPGs corresponding to the respective relative directory levels, i.e., G all,l , l ∈ {same, lower, upper}.
We tune the SC so that informative pages are passed and noisy pages are filtered, based on the overall classification performance including the EC, because to train the SC, we use the sample data of the pseudocomponent pages, in which a certain amount of noisy surrounding pages of positive entry pages are deemed positive, and vice versa for negative entry pages. Here, we assume the fraction of noisy pages in the pseudocomponent pages (false positive) is approximately constant, and we therefore use the recall on the training data as a tuning parameter. Note the recall is easily controlled by the SVM threshold.
In addition, in order to cope with the imbalanced ratio of the positive to negative training data in SC, we set their inverse ratios to the j-option value of SVM light (weight on error cost of a positive sample against that of a negative sample). For other options, default parameters are used. 
Entry page classifier
The EC is to classify each entry page using the features obtained from the content of the entry page itself and its likely component pages selected by the SC.
The feature set used by EC is generated from the likely component pages, as shown in Fig. 6 . The likely component pages are grouped into SPGs, and from each of them, we extract a feature subset F t,v (g) = { f t,v (g, w t )|w t ∈ W t }, where f t,v (g, w t ) denotes a textual feature, t indicates a text type plain (plain-text-based) or tagged (tagged-text-based), v indicates a value type binary or real, g denotes an SPG, and w t ∈ W t denotes a feature word. Then, the feature subsets are concatenated to compose the final feature set.
For text type plain, a feature is extracted from the textual content excluding the tags, scripts, comments, etc. We use the top 2,000 feature words ranked by mutual information. For text type tagged, a feature is extracted from "text" segments that match either pattern "> text <" or "<img. . . alt= "text". . . >" and that are not more than 16 bytes long with the spaces omitted. The obtained words with not less than 1% file frequency are used as feature words. The suffix " t" of the EC name used in Subsec. 5.5 indicates the additional use of tagged.
For a binary value type, each feature represents the presence of the feature word in g, while for a real value type, each feature represents the proportion of the pages containing the feature word within g. The suffix " r" of the EC name used in Subsec. 5.5 indicates the use of real; otherwise binary is used.
We tune the EC independently from the SC in the final stage with the two cost related parameters of SVM light , i.e., c (trade-off between training error and margin) and j (mentioned in Subsec. 5.3).
Experiments
In the experiments, we used SVM light with linear kernel for both SC and EC. In order to better understand the effectiveness of SC, the performance of the proposed composition is compared with compositions without the SC. Five-fold cross validation is applied for all experiments.
Sample data
We prepared the sample data set named ResJ-2 from NW100G-01, using the 20,846 pages described in Subsec. 4 
Experimental results
We tested various SC and EC compositions. However, only the top performing one and some typical ones for comparison are shown: baseline, U t, A tr, and A t+3-dir. For EC, the baseline uses a plain and binary feature subset from only G cur , U stands for using the feature subsets from G cur , G out,upper , G in,upper , and G dent,upper together, and A stands for using those from G cur and all G c,l , c ∈ {out, in, dent}, l ∈ {upper, same, lower} together. As described in Subsec. 5.4, suffices " t" and " r" indicate the additional use of tagged features and the alternative use of real feature values, respectively. For SC, 3-dir indicates the use of the proposed composition shown in Subsec. 5.3; otherwise no SC is used.
For all the experiments, the performance of each classifier is evaluated by precision, recall, or F-measure defined as: where P P is positive predictions and P T is positive samples. The overall performance is shown in Fig. 7 and their performance measures are shown in Table 7 . Each curve in Fig. 7 is drawn by connecting the results of the well-performing tuning parameters. Note that the baseline is a simple SVM classifier that doesn't use SC or SPGs, U t and A tr use SPGs for EC but no SC, and A t+3-dir uses all SPGs for EC and 3-dir composition for SC.
The results show that, in all recall-precision ranges, the proposed base classifier (A t+3-dir) greatly outperformed the baseline. In addition, comparing its result with the ones not using SC (U t and A tr), we found that recall at very high precision is substantially improved.
The effects of this performance improvement will be further discussed in Sec. 6 in terms of the cost of the manual assessment.
Implementation issue
SC requires feature extraction and classification on every E-S pair. EC also requires feature extraction from all the entry pages and surrounding pages. According to our experience, an entry page has five to fifteen surrounding pages on average depending on the data collections. Even though the number of candidate pages is much smaller than that of a whole web collection, the processing cost is still huge. On the other hand, for SVM, learning is a computation intensive process that needs to be executed only once, and classification is a straight forward process and is very efficient. Therefore, feature extraction is the dominant part of the processing cost.
The feature extraction needs natural language processing such as segmentation and POS tagging, which is the most time consuming. However, each page can be processed in parallel and can be easily executed with PC clusters that are now widely available.
For feature generation based on SPGs, as in the case of the rough filtering, each site can be processed in parallel. Each data may be processed in parallel, but a careful analysis on the data access pattern is required. For most cases, site level parallelism is sufficient. If necessary, a site might be divided into several directory subtrees and processed in parallel.
Evaluation of overall system
In order to better understand the effect of the proposed method in reducing the total amount of pages that require manual assessment (i.e., the size of the uncertain class), we compared the best performing threegrade classifier composition to the baseline. Table 8 shows the estimated page numbers of the classification output from the three-grade classifiers for some quality requirements. When comparing the "uncertain" class sizes, the proposed method reduces the amount from 62.1% to 29.7% depending on the required quality. The effect is especially large when the required quality is relaxed. Considering the large cost for the manual assessment, this reduction is quite important.
In addition, if we are to guarantee a 99% precision without manual assessment, only 16.7% of all positive data can be collected with the baseline, while with the proposed method, 45.2% can be collected, as seen in Table 7 . If we can allow as low as a 90% precision, more than 85% of the positive data can be collected with the proposed method, whereas only 60% can be collected with the baseline, as seen in Fig. 7 . There may be some applications for which this performance is sufficient.
Although the performance improvement viewed with these measures may seem only slight, its actual effect on real applications is rather large. 
Conclusion
We proposed a realistic framework for assuring the quality of web page collections using two processes: rough filtering and accurate classification. In both processes, we introduced the concept of logical page group structure and demonstrated its effective uses for filtering and classifying web pages, where researcher's homepages are used as an example.
In the rough filtering, we described the method for comprehensively gathering all the potential researchers' homepages from the web very efficiently. We proposed a method of using property-based keyword lists combined with four page group models. Two key techniques were used to reduce the irrelevant keywords being propagated by considering the relations on the content and the structure between pages in each logical page group. Consequently, the page amount could be reduced down to approximately 23% of the entire corpus. The implementation issues were discussed taking into consideration how it can be integrated in a web crawler, and the future issues on performance (or precision) improvement are also presented.
In the accurate classification, we proposed a method for classifying web pages into three grades by combining two base classifiers: a precision-assured classifier and a recall-assured classifier. We also used the concept of a page group model for the base classifiers. We composed them using two component classifiers: a surrounding page classifier and an entry page classifier. Compared to a baseline, the classification performance throughout the recall-precision range was significantly improved.
By combining the rough filtering and the accurate classification, we can efficiently process vast amounts of web pages and reduce the manual assessment cost for building web page collections with assured collection quality.
We have also applied the composition of the base classifier to another commonly used test data named "Web-KB" in four categories (not shown in this paper), and have verified its effectiveness. Thus, we expect it to be effective also in many other categories, such as shopping, product catalogs, and so on, although this has yet to be verified. On the other hand, the rough filtering currently requires creating keyword lists manually, and in addition, its applicability to other domains is still unknown. However, in terms of information services, we hope high-quality web page collections could successfully be built using our method, and that they would be applied to various domain specific search engines with an assured high quality.
In conclusion, to tackle the diversity of web data by exploiting their rich web-based features in pursuit of a very high performance at less processing cost is a challenging problem. The method presented in this paper is considered to be a general framework for solving the same kind of problems and we hope that the method will be a benefit and contribute to related research on web information utilization.
